Chapter 3

Association Measures and Matrices

3.1

Objectives

Most methods of multivariate analysis, in particular ordination and clustering
techniques, are explicitly or implicitly1 based on the comparison of all possible pairs
of objects or descriptors. The comparisons take the form of association measures
(often called coefficients or indices), which are assembled in a square and symmetrical
association matrix, of dimensions n × n when objects are compared, or p × p when
variables are compared. Since the subsequent analyses are done on the association
matrix, the choice of an appropriate measure is crucial. In this chapter, you will:
• Quickly revise the main categories of association coefficients
• Learn how to compute, examine and visually compare dissimilarity matrices
(Q mode) and dependence matrices (R mode)
• Apply these techniques to a classical dataset
• Learn or revise some basics of programming functions with the R language

3.2

The Main Categories of Association Measures
(Short Overview)

It is beyond the scope of this book to explain the various methods in detail, but it is
useful to provide a wrap-up of the main categories of measures. This facilitates the
choice of an appropriate index in many situations, and improves the understanding
of the applications proposed below. Note that we use the expressions “measure”,

The association measure among objects may be implicit. It is the Euclidean distance in principal
component analysis (PCA, Chap. 5) and k-means partitioning (Chap. 4), for example, and the
chi-square distance in correspondence analysis (CA, Chap. 5).
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“index” and “coefficient” as synonyms to refer to the quantities used to compare
pairs of objects or variables.2

3.2.1 Q Mode and R Mode
When pairs of objects are compared, the analysis is said to be in the Q mode. When
pairs of descriptors are compared, the analysis is said to be in the R mode. This
distinction is important because the association measures in Q- and R-mode
analyses are not the same.
In Q mode, the association measure is the distance (dissimilarity) or the similarity between pairs of objects, e.g. Euclidean distance, Jaccard similarity. In R mode,
one uses a measure of dependence among variables, such as the covariance or
correlation coefficient.

3.2.2 Symmetrical or Asymmetrical Coefficients in Q Mode:
The Double-Zero Problem
Virtually, all distance or similarity measures used in ecology are symmetric in one
sense: the value of the coefficient between objects n1 and n2 is the same as the value
of the coefficient between objects n2 and n1. The same holds for dependence measures
in the R mode. The problem addressed here is different. It concerns the treatment
of double-zeros in the comparison of pairs of objects.
In certain cases, the zero value has the same meaning as any other value along
the scale of a descriptor. For instance, the absence (0 mg/L) of dissolved oxygen in
the deep layers of a lake is an ecologically meaningful information: the concentration is below the measurement threshold and this poses severe constraints on aerobic
life forms, whatever the reason for this condition.
On the contrary, the zero value in a matrix of species abundances (or presence–
absence) is much more tricky to interpret. The presence of a species at two sites
generally implies that these sites provide a similar set of minimal conditions
allowing the species to survive; these conditions are the dimensions of its ecological
niche. The absence of a species from a relevé or site, however, may be due to a
variety of causes: the species’ niche may be occupied by a replacement species, or
it may not have reached that site even though the conditions are favourable, or the

Although the term “coefficient” is sometimes narrowly defined as a multiplicative factor of a
variable in a mathematical expression, it has been applied for decades to the broader sense used
in this book.
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absence of the species is due to different non-optimal conditions on any of the
important dimensions of its ecological niche, or the species is present but has not
been observed or captured by the researcher, or the species does not show a regular
distribution among the sites under study. The key points here are that (1) in most
situations, the absence of a given species from two sites cannot readily be counted
as an indication of resemblance between these sites because this double absence
may be due to completely different reasons, and (2) the number of uninterpretable
double zeros in a species matrix depends on the number of species and thus
increases strongly with the number of rare species detected.
The information “presence” thus has a clearer interpretation than the information “absence”. One can distinguish two classes of association measures based on
this problem: the coefficients that consider the double zeros (sometimes also called
“negative matches”) as indications of resemblance (like any other value) are said to
be symmetrical, the others, asymmetrical.3 In most cases, it is preferable to use
asymmetrical coefficients when analysing species data, unless one has compelling
reasons to consider each double absence in a matrix as being due to the same cause.
Possible examples of such exceptions are controlled experiments with known community compositions or ecologically homogeneous areas with disturbed zones.

3.2.3 Association Measures for Qualitative or Quantitative Data
Some variables are qualitative (nominal or categorical, either binary or multiclass),
others are semi-quantitative (ordinal) or quantitative (discrete or continuous).
Association coefficients exist for all types of variables, but most of them fall into two
classes: coefficients for binary variables (hereunder called binary coefficients for short,
although it is the variables that are binary, not the values of the association measures)
and coefficients for quantitative variables (called quantitative coefficients hereafter).

3.2.4 To Summarize…
Keep track on what kind of association measure you need. Before any analysis, ask
the following questions:
• Are you comparing objects (Q-mode) or variables (R-mode analysis)?
• Are you dealing with species data (usually asymmetrical coefficients) or other
types of variables (symmetrical coefficients)?

The use of the words symmetrical/asymmetrical for this distinction, as opposed to symmetric/
asymmetric (same value of the coefficient between n1 and n2 as between n2 and n1), follows
Legendre and Legendre (1998).
3
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• Are your data binary (binary coefficients), quantitative (quantitative coefficients)
or mixed or of other types (e.g. ordinal; special coefficients)?
In the following sections, you will explore various possibilities. In most cases,
more than one association measure is available to study a given problem.

3.3

Q Mode: Computing Distance Matrices Among Objects

In the Q mode, we use four packages: stats (included in the standard installation
of R), vegan, ade4, cluster and FD. Note that this list of packages is by far
not exhaustive, but it should satisfy the needs of most ecologists.
Although the literature provides similarity as well as distance measures, in R all
similarity measures are converted to distances to compute a square matrix of class
"dist" in which the diagonal (distance between each object and itself) is 0 and can
be ignored. The conversion formula varies with the package used, and this may not
be without consequences:
• In stats, FD and vegan, the conversion from similarities S to dissimilarities
D is D = 1 − S.
• In ade4, it is computed as D = 1 − S . This allows some indices to become
Euclidean, a geometrical property that is useful in some analyses, e.g., principal
coordinate analysis (see Chap. 5). We come to it when it becomes relevant.
Distance matrices computed by other packages that are not Euclidean can often
be made Euclidean by computing D2 <- sqrt(D).
• In cluster, all available measures are distances, so no conversion has to be
made.
Therefore, although we stick to the conventional names of the most classical
coefficients, as they can be found in textbooks, it is implicit from now on that all
these measures have been converted to distances when computed by R functions.
For instance, the Jaccard (1901) community index is basically a similarity, but the
output of the computation of that coefficient in stats, vegan and ade4 is a
distance matrix.

3.3.1 Q Mode: Quantitative Species Data
Let us use the fish species dataset spe again. We consider the data as quantitative
although, strictly speaking, the values do not represent raw fish numbers.

3.3 Q Mode: Computing Distance Matrices Among Objects
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Quantitative species data generally require asymmetric distance measures. In
this category, frequently used coefficients are the Bray–Curtis dissimilarity D144
(also known as the reciprocal of the Steinhaus similarity index, S17), the chord distance D3, the chi-square distance D21 and the Hellinger distance D17. Let us compute
dissimilarity matrices using some of these indices. In the process, we use the package
gclus for visualization purposes.
Bray–Curtis dissimilarity matrices can be computed directly from raw data,
although true abundances are often log-transformed because D14 gives the same
importance to absolute differences in abundance irrespective of the order of magnitude of the abundances. In this coefficient, a difference of five individuals has the
same weight when the abundances are three and eight as when the abundances are
6203 and 6208.
The chord distance is a Euclidean distance computed on site vectors normalized
to length 1; this normalization is called the chord transformation. The normalization is done by vegan’s function decostand(), argument normalize.5
The Hellinger distance is a Euclidean distance on site vectors, where the abundance values are first divided by the site total abundance, and the result is squareroot transformed; this is called the Hellinger transformation. Another description of
this transformation is to apply a chord transformation on square-root-transformed
data. Conversely, chord-transformed abundance data are obtained by a Hellinger
transformation of squared abundance data. This relationship shows the relatedness
of the chord and Hellinger distances and emphasizes the effect of the Hellinger
transformation to reduce the importance of large abundances. The Hellinger transformation is obtained in one step by decostand() with the argument
hellinger.

In this book, symbols and numbering of similarity and distance measures are taken from
Legendre and Legendre (1998).
5
This way of presenting several distance measures (as pre-transformations followed by computation of a Euclidean distance) was described by Legendre and Gallagher (2001). More about this
topic in Sect. 3.5 at the end of this chapter.
4
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Hint Type ?log1p to see what you have done to the data prior to building
the second Bray–Curtis dissimilarity matrix. Why use log1p()
rather than log()?

3.3.2 Q Mode: Binary (Presence–Absence) Species Data
When the only data available are binary, or when the abundances are irrelevant, or,
sometimes, when the data table contains quantitative values of uncertain or unequal
quality, the analyses are done on presence–absence (1-0) data.
The Doubs fish dataset is quantitative, but for the sake of the example we recode
it to binary form (using the appropriate arguments when needed): all values larger
than 0 are given a value equal to 1. The exercise consists in computing several dissimilarity matrices based on appropriate similarity coefficients: the Jaccard (S7) and
Sørensen (S8) similarities. For each pair of sites, the Jaccard similarity is the ratio
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between the number of double 1s and the number of species, excluding the species
represented by double zeros in the pair of objects considered. Therefore, a Jaccard
similarity of 0.25 means that 25% of the total number of species observed at two
sites were present in both sites and 75% in one site only. The Jaccard distance
computed in R is either (1 − 0.25) or 1 − 0.25 depending on the package used. The
Sørensen similarity (S8) gives more weight to the number of double 1s and its reciprocal (complement to 1) is equivalent to the Bray–Curtis distance computed on
species presence–absence data.
A further interesting relationship is that the Ochiai similarity (S14), which is also
appropriate for species presence–absence data, is related to the chord and Hellinger
distances. Computing either one of these distances on presence–absence data, followed by division by 2 , produces 1 − Ochiai similarity . This reasoning shows
that the chord and Hellinger transformations are meaningful for species presence–
absence data. This is also the case for the chi-square transformation: the Euclidean
distance computed on data transformed in that way produces the chi-square distance, which is appropriate for both quantitative and presence–absence data.

38
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Hint Explore the arguments of the functions vegdist(), dist.
binary() and dist() to see which coefficients are available. Some
of them are available in more than one function. In dist(), argument
binary produces (1 − Jaccard). In the help file of dist.binary(),
be careful: the numbering of the coefficients does not follow Legendre
and Legendre (1998), but Gower and Legendre (1986).

Association matrices are generally intermediate entities, which are rarely examined
directly. However, when there are not too many objects involved, it may be useful to
display them in a way that emphasizes their main features. We suggest that you plot
several dissimilarity matrices using the additional function coldiss(). A reordering
feature is included in the function coldiss(), which uses the function order.
single() of the gclus package to reorder each dissimilarity matrix so that
similar sites are displayed close together along the diagonal. Therefore, you can
compare the results obtained before and after reordering each matrix.
The package gclus is called within the coldiss() function so that it must
have been installed prior to running the following code. Figure 3.1 shows an
example.

3.3 Q Mode: Computing Distance Matrices Among Objects
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Fig. 3.1 Heat maps of a Bray–Curtis dissimilarity matrix computed on the raw fish data

Compare the two Bray–Curtis plots (raw and log-transformed data; the latter is
not presented here). The differences are due to the log transformation. In the
untransformed distance matrix, small differences in abundant species have the same
importance as small differences in species with few individuals.

40
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Compare the four colour plots. They all represent distance or dissimilarity
matrices built upon quantitative abundance data. Are they similar?

Although these examples deal with species data, the Doubs transect is characterized by strong ecological gradients (e.g. oxygen, nitrate content; see Chap. 2).
In such a well-defined context, it may be interesting to assume for discussion that
species are absent for similar reasons from a given section of the stream, and
compute an association matrix based on a symmetrical coefficient for comparison
purposes. Here is an example using the simple matching coefficient S1 (developed
in Sect. 3.3.4).

The Code It Yourself corner #2
Write several lines of code to compute Jaccard’s “coefficient of community”
(S7) between sites 15 and 16 of the spe data frame. Sites 15 and 16 now have
row numbers 14 and 15, respectively, because we deleted row 8 which is
devoid of species.

3.3 Q Mode: Computing Distance Matrices Among Objects
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Jaccard’s similarity index has the following formula for two objects x1
and x2:
S( x1, x 2) = a / (a + b + c)
where a is the number of double 1s, and b and c are the numbers of 0-1
and 1-0 combinations, respectively.
After the computation, convert the similarity value to a dissimilarity using
the formulas used in vegan and ade4 (not the same formula).
----For the aficionados: display the code used in the ade4 function dist.
binary() (just type dist.binary). Look how the quantities a, b, c and
d are computed in just four lines for whole data frames. A fine example of
programming elegance by Daniel Chessel and Stéphane Dray.

3.3.3 Q Mode: Quantitative Data (Excluding Species
Abundances)
For quantitative variables with a clear interpretation of double zeros, the queen of
the symmetric distance measures is the Euclidean distance D1. “It is computed
using Pythagora’s formula, from site-points positioned in a p-dimensional space
called a metric or Euclidean space” (Legendre and Legendre 1998, p. 277).
The Euclidean distance has no upper limit, and its value is strongly influenced
by the scale of each descriptor. For instance, changing the scale of a set of measurements from g/L to mg/L will multiply the Euclidean distance by 1000. Therefore,
the use of the Euclidean distance on raw data is restricted to datasets that are dimensionally homogeneous, like geographic coordinates. Otherwise, D1 is computed on
standardized variables (z-scores). This also applies to situations, where one wishes
to give the same weight to all variables in a set of dimensionally homogeneous
descriptors.
Here, you could compute a matrix of Euclidean distances on the (standardized)
environmental variables of our env dataset. We remove one variable, das (distance from the source), since it is a spatial rather than an environmental descriptor.
The results are displayed using coldiss() (Fig. 3.2).
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Hint

See how the environmental variables have been standardized “on the
fly” using the function scale().

Fig. 3.2 Heat maps of a matrix of Euclidean distances on the standardized environmental
variables

These plots of distance matrices can be used for a quick comparison. For
instance, you could plot the Hellinger species-based distance matrix and the environmental distance matrix, both using equal-sized categories (byrank=TRUE, the
default), in order to compare them visually:

The Euclidean distance is of course appropriate to compute matrices of
geographical distances based on variables giving the coordinates of the sites in any
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units on a 1- or 2-dimensional orthogonal (Cartesian) system (such as cm, m, km
or UTM coordinates). Coordinates in a spherical system (e.g. latitude–longitude)
must be transformed prior to the computation of a Euclidean distance matrix. This
transformation can be done by function geoXY() of the package SoDA. Note that
x–y coordinates should not be standardized (only centred if necessary), since this
would alter the ratio between the two dimensions.
In the following code lines, you will also compute a matrix of Euclidean distance on a single variable: das, the distance from the source of the river. This
matrix thus represents the distances among sites along the river, while the matrix
based on x–y coordinates represents the distance among points on a geographical
map (as the crow flies, so to say).

3.3.4 Q Mode: Binary Data (Excluding Species
Presence–Absence Data)
The simplest symmetrical similarity measure for binary data is the “simple matching coefficient” S1. For each pair of sites, it is the ratio between the number of
double 1s plus double 0s and the total number of variables.
The fish environment dataset is exclusively made of quantitative variables, so we
create fictitious data to demonstrate the computation of S1. We resort to this method
from time to time, just to show how it is convenient to create datasets of known
characteristics in R, for instance, for simulation purposes.
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3.3.5 Q Mode: Mixed Types, Including Categorical
(Qualitative Multiclass) Variables
Among the association measures that can handle nominal data correctly, one is
readily available in R: Gower’s similarity S15. This coefficient has been devised to
handle data containing variables of various mathematical types, each variable
receiving a treatment corresponding to its category. The final (dis)similarity
between two objects is obtained by averaging the partial (dis)similarities computed
for all variables separately. We use Gower’s similarity as a symmetrical index;
when a variable is declared as a factor in a data frame, the simple matching rule is
applied, i.e. for each pair of objects the similarity is 1 for that variable if the factor
has the same level in the two objects and 0 if the level is different. Gower’s dissimilarity is computed using the function daisy() of package cluster. Avoid the
use of vegdist() (method=“gower”), which is appropriate for quantitative and
presence–absence, but not for multiclass variables.
daisy() can handle data frames made of mixed-type variables, provided that
each one is properly defined. Optionally, the user can provide an argument (in the
form of a list) specifying the types of some or all variables in the dataset.
gowdis() of package FD is the most complete function to compute Gower’s
coefficient. It computes the distance for mixed variables, including asymmetrical
binary variables. Variable weights can be specified. gowdis() implements
Podani’s (1999) extension to ordinal variables.
Let us again create an artificial dataset containing four variables: two random
quantitative variables and two factors:

3.3 Q Mode: Computing Distance Matrices Among Objects
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Hints Function gl () is quite handy to generate factors, but unfortunately
it uses numerals for the levels. Potential confusion would be avoided
if alphanumerics were used instead of numbers.
Note the use of data . frame () to assemble the four variables.
Unlike cbind (), data . frame () preserves the classes of the
variables. Variables 3 and 4 thus retain their class "factor".

Let us first compute and view the complete S15 matrix. Then, repeat the computation using the two factors (var.g3 and var.g4) only:
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R Mode: Computing Dependence Matrices
Among Variables

Correlation-type coefficients must be used to compare variables in the R mode.
These include the Pearson as well as the non-parametric correlation coefficients
(Spearman, Kendall) for quantitative or semi-quantitative data, and contingency
statistics for the comparison of qualitative variables (chi-square statistic and derived
forms). For presence–absence data, binary coefficients such as the Jaccard,
Sørensen and Ochiai coefficients can be used in the R mode to compare species.

3.4.1 R Mode: Species Abundance Data
Covariances as well as parametric and non-parametric correlation coefficients are
often used to compare species distributions through space or time. Note that doublezeros as well as the joint variations in abundance contribute to increase the
correlations. In the search for species associations, Legendre (2005) applied
the transformations described in Sect. 3.5 in order to remove the effect of the total
abundance per site prior to the calculation of parametric and non-parametric correlations. Some concepts of species association use only the positive covariances or
correlations to recognize associations of co-varying species.
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Besides correlations, the chi-square distance, which was used in the Q mode, can
also be computed on transposed matrices (R mode) because it was originally developed to study contingency tables, which are transposable by definition.
The example below shows how to compute and display an R-mode chi-square
dissimilarity matrix of the 27 fish species:

3.4.2 R Mode: Species Presence–Absence Data
For binary species data, the Jaccard (S7), Sørensen (S8) and Ochiai (S14) coefficients
can also be used in the R mode. Apply S7 to the fish presence–absence data after
transposition of the matrix (object spe.t):

3.4.3 R Mode: Quantitative and Ordinal Data
(Other than Species Abundances)
To compare dimensionally homogeneous quantitative variables, one can use either
the covariance or Pearson’s r correlation coefficient. Note, however, that these
measures are linear so that they may perform poorly to detect monotonic but nonlinear relationships among variables. If the variables are not dimensionally homogeneous, Pearson’s r must be preferred to the covariance, since r is actually the
covariance computed on standardized variables.
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Comparison among ordinal variables, or among quantitative variables that may
be monotonically but not linearly related, can be achieved using rank correlation
coefficients like Spearman’s r (rho) or Kendall’s t (tau).
Here are some examples based on the fish environmental data env. The function
cor() (stats package) requires the untransposed matrix, i.e. the original matrix,
where the variables are in columns. First example: Pearson’s r (Fig. 3.3):

The same variables are now compared using Kendall’s t :

3.4 R Mode: Computing Dependence Matrices Among Variables
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Pearson Correlation Matrix
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Fig. 3.3 Multipanel display of pairwise relationships between environmental variables with
Pearson’s r correlations

3.4.4 R Mode: Binary Data (Other than Species
Abundance Data)
The simplest way of comparing pairs of binary variables is to compute a matrix of
Pearson’s r. In that case, Pearson’s r is called the point correlation coefficient or
Pearson’s f. That coefficient is closely related to the chi-square statistic for 2 × 2
tables without correction for continuity: c2 = nf 2, where n is the number of
objects.
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Pre-transformations for Species Data

In Sect. 3.2.2, we explained why species abundance data should be treated in a
special way, avoiding the use of double zeros as indications of resemblance among
sites; linear methods, which explicitly or implicitly use the Euclidean distance
among sites or the covariance or correlation among variables, are therefore not
appropriate for such data. Unfortunately, many of the most powerful statistical tools
available to ecologists, like ANOVA, k-means partitioning (see Chap. 4), principal
component analysis (PCA, see Chap. 5) and redundancy analysis (RDA, see
Chap. 6) are linear. Consequently, these methods were more or less “forbidden” to
species data until Legendre and Gallagher (2001) showed than several asymmetrical association measures (i.e. measures that are appropriate to species data) can be
obtained by two computational steps: a transformation of the raw data followed by
the calculation of the Euclidean distance. These two steps preserve the asymmetrical distance among sites, therefore allowing the use of all linear methods of analysis
with species data.
As is seen in the following chapters, in many cases one simply has to apply the
pre-transformation to the species data, and then feed these to the linear methods of
data analysis: PCA, RDA and so on.
Legendre and Gallagher proposed five pre-transformations of the species data.
Four of them are available in vegan as arguments of the function decostand():
profiles of relative abundances by site (“total”), site normalization also called
chord transformation (“normalize”), Hellinger transformation (“hellinger”)
and chi-square double standardization (“chi.square”). See Sects. 2.2.4 and
3.3.1 for examples. All these transformations express the data as relative abundances
per sites (site profiles) in some way; this removes from the data the total abundance
per site, which is the response of the species to the total productivity of the sites. In
the Hellinger transformation, the relative abundance values are square-rooted, which
reduces more strongly the highest abundance values.

3.6

Conclusion

Although association matrices are in most cases intermediate entities, this chapter
has shown that their computation deserves close attention. Many choices are
available, and crucial decisions must be made at this step of the analytical
procedure. The graphical tools presented in this chapter are precious helps to make
these decisions, but great care must be taken to remain on solid theoretical ground.
The success of the analytical steps following the computation of an association
matrix depends on the choice of an appropriate association measure. Commonlyused distance functions in the Q mode, available in R packages, are presented in
Table 3.1.

3.6 Conclusion
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Table 3.1 Commonly-used distance and dissimilarity functions in Q mode available in R packages.
The symbol ⇒ means that applying the function designed for quantitative data to presence–
absence data produces the same result as computing the corresponding function designed for
presence–absence data
Quantitative data
Presence–absence data
Community composition data
Ruzicka dissimilarity
vegdist(.,“jac”)

⇒

Hellinger distance
decostand(.,“hel”)
followed by vegdist(.,“euc”)
Chord distance
decostand(.,“norm”)
followed by vegdist(.,“euc”)
Bray–Curtis dissimilarity
vegdist(.,“bray”)
Chi-square distance
decostand(.,“chi.square”)
Canberra distance
vegdist(.,“canberra”)
Other variables, mixed physical units
Standardized variables:
Euclidean distance
vegdist(.,“euc”)
Non-standardized variables:
Gower distance
daisy(.,“gower”)

⇒

Jaccard dissimilarity
vegdist(.,”jac”,
binary=TRUE)
dist.binary(.,method=1)
Ochiai dissimilarity
dist.binary(.,method=7)

⇒

Ochiai dissimilarity
dist.binary(.,method=7)

⇒

Sørensen dissimilarity
dist.binary(.,method=5)
Chi-square distance
(idem)

Standardized variables:
Simple matching coefficient
dist.binary(.,method=2)

The similarity coefficients for presence–absence data and the Gower similarity
should be transformed into distances using 1 − S to avoid the production of negative eigenvalues and imaginary eigenvectors in principal coordinate analysis. This
transformation is made automatically by ade4, but not by vegan. In the table,
functions decostand() and vegdist() belong to package vegan; function
dist.binary() belongs to package ade4; function daisy() belongs to package cluster. Other R functions may be used for some distance coefficients. Some are
mentioned in the course of the chapter. The Euclidean distance may be computed
either by vegdist(.,“euc”) as shown in the table, or by dist(.).

